The use of giant cell tumor conditioned media in cytogenetic studies of hematologic malignancies.
The use of conditioned media produced from solid tumor cell lines has been beneficial in the study of hematologic malignancies. Conditioned media from giant cell tumors (GCT), human lung adenocarcinoma, and human bladder carcinoma express growth factors that have been used to stimulate growth of bone marrow cells and improve the quality of the preparations. It has been reported that addition of Lu-CSF1-conditioned media from a lung adenocarcinoma cell line masks abnormalities in cases of acute leukemia [1.] Because we routinely use GCT-CM in bone marrow and leukemic blood cultures for chromosome analysis in our lab, we investigated this potential effect on our case analysis. We have performed a serial study of a 100 cases of hematologic malignancies received for analysis in our lab to determine the effect of the addition of GCT-CM to our culture media with respect to 1) mitotic index, 2) quality of preparation, and 3) differential selection of either chromosomally normal or abnormal cell lines. Our results indicate that the mitotic index and quality of metaphases is enhanced with the addition of GCT media and that there is no difference in the rate of abnormality detection with or without the addition of GCT media.